of a function G(x). It is interesting to note that gj(%) and gy(t;) are related by a formula which may be written as a Hilbert transform.
In order to simplify the notation we introduce U(x, p, rj), defined so that U(x, p, in) =0 for p -in<x<p+ri and =1 otherwise. Now, extracting the real and imaginary parts of the last equation we obtain ,* s f" r, sYu(*>P>n) ' L D r z'H?\qz) Then assuming that 17 is sufficiently small i<p/2 say) and that x1/2G(x) belongs to L^O, 00),
(by absolute convergence, since (£x)1/2/,,(i;x) is bounded for all posi-
(by Equation (3a)). Now z^Hfiz) is bounded for all z with Im z£0. Let Is^lffJ"< M. So
This shows that we may use bounded convergence to take the limit 7j-»0 in Equation (5). Thus
We may proceed similarly with an integral involving g"(£). The results are summarized by Theorem 1. If (i) x"2G(x) 6e/o«gs to Pl(0, «>), (ii) -1/2<j/<1/2 arad (iii) gj(£) awd g"(£) are defined by Equations (1) and (2) We terminate the first part of this note by observing that results (3b), (4b) (7) and (8) may, with an easy change of variable, be written as 1 r" x"iJ,(qxm)
The first of these has been recorded in Erdelyi [l, p. 256(27)] and T J _" X -/>
